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the vectoraster application is a powerful graphics utility for creating vector-based raster patterns and halftones based on
bitmaps. the raster patterns and point shapes can be changed and varied across the pattern to produce many different styles.
the resulting raster is always shown, updating in real time as you change parameters. the result can then easily be exported

as vectors to eps or pdf files, as images to jpeg, png or tiff, or simply copied and pasted into most graphics software.
vectoraster is a graphics utility for creating vector-based raster patterns and halftones based on bitmaps. the raster patterns

and point shapes can be freely configured to produce many different styles, with the resulting raster shown in real time as you
change the parameters. the rasters can then easily be exported as vectors to eps or pdf files, as images to jpeg, png or tiff, or
simply copied and pasted into most graphics software. the cool thing about this app is the discoverability of the app. import

an image and start playing with sliders and buttons, and youll soon find yourself spending a considerable amount of time
coming up with ways you can use the app in your design work. thats because vectoraster shows you the results of your
adjustments in real-time, in a single-window interface thats quite easy to figure out. vectoraster 3 also provides a batch

processing tool that lets you add, remove and combine halftones and adjustments with just a few clicks. youll be able to save
and load presets, so you can come up with your own version of vectoraster and then reapply it later. vectoraster also supports

exporting in a range of different formats, which lets you transform your designs into a format that your print shop accepts.
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the vectoraster application is a powerful graphics utility for creating vector-based raster patterns and
halftones based on bitmaps. the raster patterns and point shapes can be changed and varied across
the pattern to produce many different styles. the resulting raster is always shown, updating in real

time as you change parameters. the result can then easily be exported as vectors to eps or pdf files,
as images to jpeg, png or tiff, or simply copied and pasted into most graphics software. vectoraster
is a graphics utility for creating vector-based raster patterns and halftones based on bitmaps. the

raster patterns and point shapes can be freely configured to produce many different styles, with the
resulting raster shown in real time as you change the parameters. the rasters can then easily be
exported as vectors to eps or pdf files, as images to jpeg, png or tiff, or simply copied and pasted

into most graphics software. the cool thing about this app is the discoverability of the app. import an
image and start playing with sliders and buttons, and youll soon find yourself spending a

considerable amount of time coming up with ways you can use the app in your design work. thats
because vectoraster shows you the results of your adjustments in real-time, in a single-window

interface thats quite easy to figure out. vectoraster 3 also provides a batch processing tool that lets
you add, remove and combine halftones and adjustments with just a few clicks. youll be able to save
and load presets, so you can come up with your own version of vectoraster and then reapply it later.

vectoraster also supports exporting in a range of different formats, which lets you transform your
designs into a format that your print shop accepts. 5ec8ef588b
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